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ABOUT ME
Born in England Maidstone Kent in 1971.
In 1992 graduated with BA Hons Degree in Printed Textiles
Middlesex University London.After exhibiting in the Islington
design Centre London I was offered a job as a free lance
textile designer in Como and therefore moved to Italy in
1993. Then from 2000 - 2003 I worked as head print stylist
for Nero su Nero. From 2003 up until now I have and am
currently working as a free lance artist collaborating with
various

other

artists

and

designers

as

well

as

thelakecomoweddingplanner, exhibiting in many exhibitions,
working on creative projects, and developing the visual side
in numerous events. Including a collaboration with several
five stars luxury hotels organizing art lessons for guests,
artwork for the bar and restaurant and designing for various
Michelin star chefs

EXHIBITIONS
Milano, Como, London, Munich , Geneva, Campione italy, Bormio, Cormayeur
Working on a regular basis with Laboratorio Cagliani Milano

EVENTS AND COLLABORATIONS
Fiorucci Milano paintings for event at new showroom
Design for printed Cookies at presentation of new collection Stella
Mcartney Milano
"ART AND STYLE COCKTAIL EXPERIENCE" event sponsored by
MINI / BMW /MARTINI ROSSO / TONI & GUY. Printed designs
for life size Mini Cooper . Collection of paintings.
Bologna . Launch of Mini Countryman. Printed designs for life size
mini. collection of paintings and 25 mt Canvas painted "live show"
during the event. Sponsored by MINI/BMW, TONI & GUY,
MARTINI ROSSO
Design for entire TV SET for cookery programme " PIATTO
PRONTO" Swiss TV RSI
Chosen artist to present awarding painting for KIA MOTORS
salesman of the year. Rome
STORAENSO event at UNICREDIT PAVILLION MILANO - "live
show " painting 180 individual hand painted cocktails
CHIANTI GOURMET - " live painting " of dishes prepared during
event by nominated Chefs
Hotel MANDARIN ORIENTAL 5* luxury - art lessons for guests,
artwork for the bar and restaurant.

"Color is a power that
directly affects the soul"
WASSILY KANDINSKY
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